Ardipithecus ramidis—oldest hominid species

A. aethiopicus

H. erectus (may have persisted in some form in Indonesia until 27,000 years ago)

Homo habilis

H. sapiens neanderthalensis

A. afarensis

A. robustus
H. sapiens archaic

A. boisei

Australopithecus anamensis
A. africanus
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Organic Age
tools of wood, bone, antler
and shell presumably used
before 2.6MYA
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tools found in
the world (in
Ethiopia)
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Stone Age
2.6MYA to 8,500YA

constructed
shelters

control of fire—
cooking

first migrations into Middle
East and China;
toothpicks

meat eating
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hand
axe

animal hide tents;
oldest stone tools
in Japan

oldest stone tools found in
southern Europe and India

Europe

Americas

ivory and bone eyed needles
(Africa)

Asia

self-expressive art;
written records;
percussion fire making
(flint on native iron—
Germany)

Australia

Copper Age
Bronze Age
Iron Age

permanent villages
(Jerihco);
water well (NM)
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cities
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H. sapiens sapiens
the wheel;
writing on clay
tablets

10

harpoon heads;
plant and animal
domestication;
bow drill
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Ice Age reduces available
large game animals; human
diet turns more toward fish,
mollusks, birds; hand drill
for fire; bow and arrow
(Denmark)

weaving; three-dimensional
“writing” using carved clay
stones

boomerang (mammoth tusk,
Poland); bedding (Israel)
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fired clay pottery
(Czechoslovakia)

atlatl (N. Africa);
mural art;
cave paintings

snares and
traps

semi-settled
tribes)
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modified stone flakes
from core platforms;
blade tangs; cordage
serrated edges;
humans in Australia

Africa

dugout canoe; drum

200
human burials
stone
cleaver

campfire; wooden
spear (Germany);
first humans into
northern Europe

Technology followed large migrations across continents and oceans
Middle East
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shell and tooth
necklaces
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possible entry into
the Americas;
beads; sculpture
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90
clothing; art (etched ochre)
herbal medicine
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boats; bone flute; bonetipped spear
clay art; burins; open-air
settlements; speech
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fishhook (S. Europe, S. Africa)
agriculture (Thailand)
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